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ExaminingNear-sourceEffects in the Far Field

F. N. App, R. J. Bos, T. N. Dcy, E. M. Jones, J, R. Kamm, S. R. Taylor

EES Division, LOTAlamos National Laboratory,Los Alamos NM 87545

Abstract

A fundamental objective of the S-6 (physical basis for discrimination) sub-task of the
CTBT R&D Seismic Monitoring Program at Los Alamos is to analyze the sensitivity of
the regional signal to source configuration, material properties, geologic layering and
structure, along with complications along the path of the signal. Our approach is to
combine the results of conventional analysis of field data from explosions and
earthquakes with results of numerical models of actual and idealized situations. Existing
first-principles, finite difference codes allow us to examine source effects in the non-
linear regime; linking the results of these near-source calculations to finite difference,
anelastic wave propagation codes allows us to examine the effect of various source
region and propagationpath characteristics on signals obswved at regional distances. An
investigation of discriminant differences for the DIVIDER and CORREO underground
nuclearexplosions is providedas an example of the approachused.

Work sponsored by DOE-project number ST482A
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A fundamental objective of the S-6 (physical basis for discrimination) sub-task of the
CTBT R&D Seismic Monitoring Program at Los Alamos is to analyze the sensitivity of
the regional signal to source configuration, material properties, geologic layering and
structure, along with complications along the path of the signal. Our approach is to
combine the results of conventional analysis of field data from explosions and
earthquakes with results of numerical models of actual and idealized situations. Existing
first-principles, finite difference codes alhw us to examine source effects in the non-
linear regime; linking the results of these near-source calculations to finite difference,
anelastic wave propagation codes allows us to examine the effect of various source
region and propagation path characteristics on signals observed at regional distances.
This report describes the progress thus far in the application of these capabilities.

Our investigation of discriminant differences for the DIVIDER and CORREO
underground nuclear tests provides one example of our approach. Our first efforts at
generating regional synthetic seismograms from realistic source simulations involved
linking the “strong motion” code TOODY (Swcglc, 1978) to a LANL reflectivity code.
This coupling approach was validated on a simple problem involving a purely elastic
material (Taylor and App, 1994). We proceeded to calculate regional synthetics for
actual underground nuclear tests conducted in Area 3 of the Nevada Test Site (NTS).
The near-source geology for the selected events is relatively simple, except for onc very
well characterized fault scarp. Both close-in and regional seismic mcasurcmms arc used
in ground truthing the calculations,

Figure 1shows a comparison between the regional signals recorded at the LLNL Ktmab
regional seismic station for the DIVIDER and CORREO underground nuclear tests, as
well as synthetics generated from calculations of two highly idealized versions of these
testsl. The events were conducted in similar rocks, with similar yields and explosion
point depths, The paths from the two events to the Kanah station (approxlmatcly
250 km) arc ncm’lycqutd: the total distance from CORREO is about 2 km grctitcr thim
that from DIVIDER.

In both the calculations and mcasurcmcnts for the two events there arc diffcrcnccs in the
seismograms, most notably in the Pg to Lg ratio, This ratio, which is a promising
discrimintmt between earth uukcs and explosions (Taylor ct id., 1989), is grwttcr for

1DIVIDER than for CORR O, implying that DIVIDER has a more explosion-like
si nature than CORREO. I’hc only known diffcrcncu

f
bctwccn the two sites is that

D VIDER is located in CIOSCproximity to the aforcmcntioncd fuult scarp, whereas
CORREOhas no such nearby geologiccomplicutiom

Figure 2 is a geologic cross section of the DIVIDERsite; the CORREO site is simihw,
but without the scurp. Both tests were conducted above u very ltirgc impcduncc
discontinuity cuuscd by Tcrtinry aged, porous tuffs overlying Ptdcozoic (Px) ttgcd
Iimcstonc. Figure 3Uis u snapshot from the idculim! CORREOcalculation, showing the
velocity ficki at 1 s, with the lengths of the Iincs (vectors) being roportionul to the

(rarnplituk of the particle motion ml the directions indicating the irection of motion,
From the strong trttnsvcrscmotion in the Pz, it is uppurcntthut u very strong conversion

1CtythiswcmwmthatwcIdculizwlwrtnln~pdn~ tcRtconflgurntlnnsu)fit M n mm mnnngcntk
paramckrWxly,butretdncdthehnpmmntcltmwmsofthekm,



from primary compression (p) wave to shear (s) occurs at the tuff~z interface. Theory
predicts that such conversions are maximized at angles of incidence between about 60 to
85 degrees2. Converted s-waves arc believed to be strong contributors to Lg at regional
distances, especially when the compressional velocity of the source material is low
compared to the mantle shear wave velocity, as it is in this case (Xie and Lay, 1994).
Figure 3b is the calculated velocity field for the idealized DIVIDER calculation, for
which the picture is somewhat different. It appears that for DIVIDER more p-wave and
less s-wave energy is transmitted into the Pz case than for CORREO,providing us with a
working hypothesis for the observeddifferencesat regional distances. For CORREO,the
large expanse of Pz interface allows relatively more p-to-s conversion than for DIVIDER,
for which the p-wave generated by the explosion has a higher angle of incidence at the Pz
surface (due to the geometry); indeed, for DIVIDER there are no angles of incidence
exceeding about 60 degrees, so that conversion to s-wave energy is less efficient, and
transmission of p-waves more efficient. In the absence of stron effects elsewhere, it is

Eplausible that DIVIDERshouldappear more explosion-like than ORREO.

It would be premature to conclude from this case that events conducted near Iargc scarps
generally would appear more explosion-like,and, therefore, that we need not worry about
explosions being hidden near faults. The CORREO-DIVIDERcase may be very special
to the NTS. The calculations do suggest that events conducted in C1OSCproximity to a
strong, near-horizontal discontinuity can generate sufficient shear close-in to influence
regional waveforms, and thus cause such explosions to appear more earthquake-like.
This effect may contribute to the observed reduced performance of the Pg/Lg
discriminant for explosions at the NTScompared to other parts of the world.

The above example demonstrates one application of calculations to the discrimination
task. These calculations, however, were two-dimensional; therefore, they arc limited
primarily to effects that can be dcscrihcd in two dimensions, The remainder of this
paper describes the other developmentsunderwayat LANLto address 3-D effects as WCI1
as to increase the flexibility to our current 2-D capahilitics.

To investigate 3-D near-source effects, wc have undertaken a series of calculations with
the RAGE code. RAGE is an adaptive mesh rcfincmcnt (AMR) ‘*strongmotion” code
that proviucs state-of-the-art numcrictdtrcutmcnts to rcducc the number of computations
in a 3-D model to a mmmgcablcnumber, RAGE was dcvclopcd by SAIC tmd is being
used at Los Alamos. Through SAIC, wc arc cvalwttin I RAGE for usc in modeling

\mining blasts, geologic structure, and other inherently . -D configurations. Figure 4
shows the compu!utiomtlmesh from u test ctdculation involving a prcswrizcd sphere in
nn elastic hnlf-spucc, This problcm is the same model mentioned above in connection
with Taylor and App (1994). There arc three main phases uftcr reflection from the free
surface: the main c~~mpmssionul=dilututit)nal wttvc (p), the rurcfttction from the surfuce
( P), and the convcrtcd shcur wuvc (pS), As shown in this figure, the RAGE AMR
Ya gorithm refines the mesh where p and pP arc strongest; the wescntalgorithm requires

dfurther rcfincmcnt to odcquutclycapture the region uboutthe p, shcur WUVC.

J thorn tlw ?,ocpprilz equHtionL which L!xpw W purthh)n of energy when ti piIuM! WHVCimpin~c~ on WI
ncoustic.impcttancw contrast.
3 Note that the cane invoiving n mrp is inhcremi y three-dimtmionat; however, IIuxiiiury taicuiulions were
made 10 CVSMC the influcnct of u cunicd VK pitmar ftiuit on tthcar convtmionx, snd it WM dclcnnincli thul
in thi~ instance wc MM loicratc such u gcotnctric simpiiflcnlion, A tmtnpictc Wcriplion of the
cnicuitttions iti hcyomt the Ncopcof this ppcr,
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Toaddress 3-Deff~ti atmgiond dis@nces,wehave acquired he AFD-3Dcode. This
elastic wave code, originally written by Ningya Cheng (1994), is fourth ( i~er in space
and second order in time, making it relatively efficient to use in propagating close-in
signals to regional distances (i.e., one can retain the desired frequency response with
fewer computational zones and cycles). We are currently establishing linkages of our
2-D and 3-D strong motion codes to AFD-3D for generating regional synthetics. We
have implemented the inelasticity model of Emmerich & Kern (1987) and are in the
process of validatin~ that methodology. Additionally, we have modified AFD-3D to
perform 2-D cylindrically symmetric computations; this approach, an alternative to the
reflectivity method, has the advantage that mo~ complicated geologiescan be simulated.
We intend to incorporate a surface topographymodel into AFD-3D,with which we shall
address the issue of topography-inducedsurface wave modification.

The computational investigations discussed above provide an avenue to deeper
understandingof the physical processes involved in shaping the regional seismic signal.
The applicationof properly validatedcodes to various source configurationswill allow us
to extrapolate to situations not amenable to experimentation. Suchcomputational studies
are an integral clement of the CTBT R&D seismic monitoring effort, and provide a
strongcomplement to the empirical studies.

In summa ,
7

wc arc successfully addressin issues and questions that arise out of current
1!empirical incrimination. The DIVIDER- ORREO study is an example. In the longer

term, we envision using synthetics gcncratcd from such simulations for testing and
validating discrimination algorithms, investigating decoupling issues, and simulating
complicw.cdmining explosions.
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Figure 2. Geologic cross section across the DIVIDERevent site. The stippledregionis
the% limestone. CCXREO is similar but without the fault searp.
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Figure 3a. Particle velocity field for the CORREOcalculation at 1 sec.
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Figure 3b, Panicle velocity field for the DIVIDERcalculation at 1 sec..
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Figure 4, Plot of computationalmesh for RAGEcalculation at 500 ms. Stress waves
produced by instant pressurizationof sphere in an elastic half-space. The darkened
regions arc areasof very high zone resolution


